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IS480 | FYP Meeting (21) 
MINUTES  DATE: MAR 11, 2011  TIME: 1300  VENUE: MEETING ROOM 

Reference: 12102010 

MEETING CALLED BY All 

TYPE OF MEETING Routine Meeting 

NAME STATUS 

LYNN CHANG CAIRU PRESENT (MINUTES) 

CHERYL-JO TAN HUI FANG PRESENT  

PHILIP PANG KAH CHUAN PRESENT 

SHAUN THAM QINWEN PRESENT  

KELVIN CHING KIAN WENG PRESENT 

TEAM 

FIDELIS CORNELIA TAN HWEE 
PING PRESENT 

1 UAT  

2 Demonstration 

TOPIC UAT 

DISCUSSION 

- Write an email with links to Ben (Pass on to external users) 
- Usability is just a part of UAT 
- Test across different platform, browsers, overseas, exchange students (speed response) 
- Get chris to help with engaging external users 
- Performance, stress testing, etc (depends on your goals) -> Try to do as may as possible 
- Functional (compulsory), usability (Comes naturally) -> must state what you want them to test 
- Can choose to prep a few people, or provide little guidance, or provide overall goal? 
- Have some time to update system (Make some changes to the system accordance to the UAT) 
- Future plans?  (Talk to chris about his plans, if we are not interested, how about, write a 

handover) -> no obligations J 
- Write a simple survey questions 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

- Have a schedule for a feedback (Allow 2 -3 weeks to implement) (Send to Ben) 
- Write an email to give Chris and Ben (Write specific title) 
- Write simple survey questions (Send to Ben to review) 
- Update all of this on wiki 

 

TOPIC DEMOSTRATION 

DISCUSSION 

- Have one schedule to clean up the data 
 

- To many link back (complete page) – Take this away before UAT (Go back to correct page) 
 

- To finish receive or accept payment this weekend 
 

- Fix decline bug 
 

- Update action item 

CONCLUSIONS Update action item – demo on merit, decline, payment 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON  
RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 



 

1. Send survey questions to Ben Fidelis 18/03/10 

2. Send scheduler of UAT plan to Ben Fidelis 18/03/10 

3. Send email to Chris and Ben with UAT links Fidelis 18/03/10 

   


